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Classically chaotic systems possess a proliferation of periodic orbits. This phenomenon was observed
in a quantum system through measurements of the absorption spectrum of a hydrogen atom in a magnetic field. This paper gives a theoretical interpretation of the bifurcations of periodic or closed orbits of
electrons in atoms in magnetic fields. We ask how new periodic orbits can be created out of existing ones
or "out of nowhere" as the energy changes. Hamiltonian bifurcation theory provides the answer: it asserts the existence of just five typical types of bifurcation in conservative systems with two degrees of
freedom. We show an example of each type. Every case we have examined falls into one of the patterns
described by the theory.

PACS number(s): 32.60. + i, 32.80. —
t, 05.45. +b

I.

INTRODUCTION

If an atom is placed in an external electric or magnetic
field and the photoabsorption
spectrum is measured at
finite resolution, then the absorption cross section as a
function of photon energy consists of a smooth backof sinusoidal oscillations
ground plus a superposition
(quasi-Landau oscillations, or Garton- Tomkins-Edmonds
effect). Each oscillation is correlated with a closed classical orbit of the electron as it moves under the Coulomb
force of the residual ion and the external electric or magnetic fields [1,2].
An especially precise method for observing these oscillatory spectra was developed by Holle et al. [3]. For an
atom in a magnetic field, it was known that the shape of
any classical orbit depends only on the scaled energy
e=E/B
and that at fixed scaled energy, the action on
that orbit varies with magnetic field as B ' . Therefore,
by measuring the photoabsorption cross section at fixed
scaled energy (varying the photon energy and the
magnetic-field strength simultaneously), they were able to
measure the oscillations with high precision, and to observe the change of the oscillations with changing scaled
energy. Their results are shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [3(b)].
The most striking phenomenon that is visible in that
picture is the proliferation of closed classical orbits as the
energy increases. This proliferation is correlated with a
qualitative change in the classical dynamics of the electron: at low energy orbits are regular, while at high energies they are chaotic. It has been known since the work
of Poincare and Birkhoff that regular classical systems
possess limited, orderly sequences of periodic orbits,
while chaotic systems show a proliferation of periodic orbits [4]. The measurements of Holle and co-workers constitute the first direct observation of this phenomenon in
an atomic system. The measurements have additional interest because the atom actually obeys laws of quantum
mechanics, so the observations also give new information
about the relationship between quantum and classical
mechanics.
This is one of a set of papers [5] that examine the
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theory of periodic orbits and of closed orbits, and that
compare the results of theory with observations. In examining the experimental results and thinking about the
classical transition from order to chaos, one may be reminded of the sequence of period-doubling bifurcations
occurring in one-dimensional maps. Through the work
of Metropolis, Stein, and Stein, Feigenbaum, Collet and
Eckmann, and others, both the local structure of individual bifurcations and the global structure of the sequence
of bifurcations is now well understood [6,7]. Unfortunately, little of that knowledge is directly applicable
here. The behavior of the diamagnetic Kepler system is
governed not by a one-dimensional unimodal map, but
rather by a two-dimensional area-preserving map. And
even though Feigenbaum-type
sequences have been
unearthed and analyzed for such maps, we find that such
sequences are not prominent in the Bielefeld measurements. What is the theoretical framework for interpreting the observations?
In this paper and future ones, we will show that bifurcation theory for Hamiltonian systems provides such a
framework. The theory asserts that in two-dimensional
area-preserving maps (corresponding to conservative systems with two degrees of freedom) there are five and only
five typical types of bifurcation [8]. Some of these five
types may be modified by special symmetries of the system. We have examined a large number of bifurcations
of periodic orbits in the diamagnetic Kepler system, and
we have seen examples of every type. More important,
every bifurcation we have seen fits into one of the classes
described by the theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, notation
is given, the Hamiltonian is specified, and a relationship
is established between closed orbits of the electron and
periodic points of a map. To take advantage of the symmetries of the system, the Poincare map is defined in an
unusual way.
In Sec. III and the Appendices, we review present
knowledge about Hamiltonian bifurcation theory. The
five typical bifurcations are described.
VII we present a series of case studThen in Secs. IV —
1746
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ies, illustrating the structure of each bifurcation. The
reader who wearies of the details of each case may at any
time go to the summary in Sec. VIII. The demonstration
that these bifurcations are visible in experiments is left to
a future paper.
Keeping these successes of the theory in mind, let us
also mention a significant limitation of current knowledge
of Hamiltonian bifurcation theory. As presently formulated, it is said to be a local theory, but not a global one.
This means that it describes the local structure of each bifurcation in a su@ciently small region of phase space and
parameter space. To get a global picture, one must tie together all of the local pictures in each region.
It is evident that the local description is very important: first, it does give an interpretation of observations,
and second, any global theory of sequences of bifurcations must begin from a local theory. However, it is also
helpful to bear in mind that the general theory of bifurcations of two-dimensional maps does not yet make any
predictions about sequences of bifurcations that are useful
in the present context. We hope to report some advances
on this problem in the future.
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(0 & u & ac, 0 & v & ao ). (The positive z axis corresponds
to v =0, the negative z axis corresponds to u =0, and the
p axis becomes the line u =v. ) In principle, any orbit
that approaches the u or v axis should be reflected at the
axis such that it stays in the positive quadrant. However,
in computing and drawing orbits in (u, v} space, it is
easier to permit the orbits to pass through the axes. The
orbits then possess certain symmetries.

B. Symmetries
The Hamiltonian (2.5) is an even function of each coorAs a consequence, given
dinate and each momentum.
any section of an orbit, that section can be reflected
through the u axis or through the v axis, and it is then a
section of another orbit (Fig. 1}.
This symmetry is expressed analytically in the following way. Let us represent an orbit as a function of
time
r and of the initial conditions:
(scaled)
u =u(r;u, p„,v, p„}, etc. Then, given any orbit, there
always exists a second, usually distinct orbit, which is the
reflection of the orbit through the v axis:

II. FUNDAMENTALS
A. Hamiltonian

of a hydrogenic electron (in a state
number equal to zero) in a uniquantum
with magnetic
form magnetic field B directed along the z axis is given by
The Hamiltonian

H=(1/2m)(p

+p, }

+z )'~
e /(p—

+ ,'m

o,rp—,

(2. 1}

where ro, =eB/mc is the cyclotron frequency. Here we
use cylindrical coordinates (p, z, (()}, and the P motion has
been separated. Converting to atomic units and using the
scaled variables [9]

r= 'y

~'r,

y=B/c,

the Hamiltonian

becomes

—,

(2.2}

1[p2+p2 1 /(p2+z2}l/2+2]

(2.3)

The parameter y, which is written as B/c in atomic
units, can be expressed more fully as BIBo, where
Bo=m e c/fi =2. 35X10s T. We further transform the
coordinates to semiparabolic coordinates [10] (u, v, ~),

z=u 2

U

" «pu

}

pu(r

pu

"

}=

u

pu

+p««('r«u

pu(r'u

«pu«v

«pu)

pu v

pu }

«

reflection
a third orbit, which is the corresponding
through the u axis, and a fourth, which is the reflection
through both axes. The Hamiltonian is also symmetric
under reflection through the line u =kv, and so the orbits have symmetries analogous to (2.6} for reflection
through these lines.
Experiments give a signal (a peak in the Fourier transform of the absorption spectrum} for all closed orbits in
pz space that start and end at the nucleus. For every orbit in pz space that is closed at the nucleus and has return
time T„ there is a periodic orbit in uv space that passes
through the origin and has period T =2T, . Each periodic orbit consists of two closed orbits that are identical ex2.0

(2.4)

d~

1

Ch

4r(t)

0.0
'

to obtain the form of the Hamiltonian
through the rest of this paper:

= '(p„+p„)—4s(u
—,

«pu«

2

p=2uU

h

(2.6)

pl«('r«u

+v )+8u

v

(u

that will be used

+v

)=2,

(2.5)

is called the scaled energy. The new
where c=Ey
Hamiltonian depends upon just this one parameter, c.
(2.4} maps the halfThe coordinate transformation
plane (0&p& ao, —ao &z & ao) into the quarter plane

-2.0
-2.0

2.0

0.0
V

FIG. 1. Sections of orbits
(2.6) and (3.8).

illustrating

the symmetries, cf. Eqs.
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In this paper we discuss those
cept for orientation.
periodic orbits in uv space. In comparing with experirnent we note that the signal associated with such an orbit appears at T, = T/2, and the properties of the signal
are related to properties of one-half cycle of that orbit.
We note that other periodic orbits also exist that do
not pass through the origin. They will not be considered
here, except for a few that pass close to the origin, and
which are involved in bifurcation of the periodic orbits.

C. A Poincare

(2.7)
the pair of variables (p, q) is denoted

z=(p, q),

(2.8)

and the mapping is abbreviated

z, =f(zo, E) .

(2.9)

Associated with the map is the Jacobian matrix

J,(z;e)

—=

z2= f(z, ;c, ),

Zk

= f(zk

Bp

Bq

Bq, (p, q;e)

Bp

Bq

The determinant of this matrix is everywhere
(area preservation), and its trace is denoted

(2. 12)

1,'E}

The kth iterate of the map, z'= f'"'(z;e) is called the k
map, the Jacobian matrix for this iterated map is denoted

J „(z;E)=

(2. 10)

equal to

1

(2. 11)

Starting from any point z, the map can be iterated k
times, so that

Bq

Bp

r}qk(p q ~}

Bqk(p,

(2. 13)

q;e)

Bq

Bp

and its trace is denoted

Trk(z;E)=Tr[J &(z;e)] .
It is not hard to show that the trace of
the trace of
by the formula

J,

(2. 14a)

J

Tr&(z;e) =2cos[k cos '[Tr, (z;e)/2]I

k

is related to

(2. 14b)

for ~Tr&(z;c, )~(2. For ~Tr, (z;s)~)2, the cos's are replaced by cosh's.
An m-periodic orbit of the map is the set of points
. . . ) generated according to (2. 12) such
(zo, z„zz, . . . ,
that the mth iteration returns to the initial point:

z,

zm

(2. 15}

zo '

Since Poincare maps are originally defined through solutions to Hamilton's equations, normally each periodic orbit of the map (zo, z„zz, . . . ) corresponds to a periodic orbit of the differential equations [u(r), v(r), p„(r),p„(r),
with u ( T) = u (0), etc. ]. However, because of our unconventional definition of the map, each periodic orbit of the
map corresponds either to a periodic orbit or to a closed
orbit of the dynamical system. Orbits pass through u =0
with p„alternating positive and negative on each pass, so
an odd-m-periodic orbit of the map is a closed orbit of
the system it is half of a periodic orbit of twice the
length. Even-m-periodic orbits of the map are periodic
orbits of the system.
The traces Tr, (zo;e) and Tr (zv, e) evaluated at the initial point of a periodic orbit play a fundamental role in
the stability and bifurcation theorems given below.

—

III.

~p&(p q

Bq, (p, q;e)

Tr, (z;E)=Tr[J,(z;e)] .

z, = f(z;e),

4k(pq s}

c. &0,

ap, (p, q;E)
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map

every orbit passes through u =0 at least
once. For c & 0, we are still mainly concerned with orbits
that pass through the origin, so these orbits certainly pass
through u =0. When u =0, v can have any value such
that —
4cU ~2, and p, can have any value such that
'p„—4ev &2. Then p„ is determined from Eq. (2.5) to—,
gether with the convention p„~0. With these values of
uup„p, as initial conditions, Hamilton s equations of
motion can be integrated forward in time until u again
passes through zero with p„positive, and the resulting
values of v and p„, can be recorded. This procedure
defines the conventional Poincare map.
In this paper, it is better to define a different Poincare
map. Starting as before, the equations are integrated forward in time until u passes through zero with either sign
of p„, and the values of U ad p, are recorded. This defines
what we sometimes call the "half"-Poincare map to distinguish it from the conventional or "full" Poincare map.
Because of the symmetry on reflection through the u axis
[analogous to (2.6)], this Poincare map is well defined,
one to one, area preserving, and indeed, has all the properties of conventional Poincare maps.
Henceforth we denote

For

J. B. DELOS

HAMILTONIAN

BIFURCATION THEORY

General theories about the existence, structure, and bifurcations of periodic orbits of dynamical systems are still
There are many references on this
under development.
subject [11], some of which are quite detailed, rigorous,
However, for conservative sysand incomprehensible.
tems having only two degrees of freedom, there are important simple and general theorems, which have been
obtained by Meyer and extended by de Aguiar et al. [8].
Meyer's theorems list and describe the bifurcations that
area-preserving
occur in "typical" two-dimensional
maps. Our system has symmetries that make it "atypical" in certain ways. Therefore, we will first review
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Meyer's results, and then summarize the modifications of
those results that arise from the symmetries.
In this section we consistently discuss periodic orbits of
the Poincare half-map. As explained earlier, each corresponds either to a periodic or to a closed orbit of the
Hamiltonian system.

and parameter space. This good news provides the conceptual framework for this paper:
(3) There are ftve and only ftve typical types of bifurcations of ttvo di-mensional area pr-eserving maps: one each
for m =1,2, 3, 4 and one for m ~ 5. Common names for
these bifurcations are

Names

A. General theorems

(1) Stability of an m pe-riodic orbit. We presume that at
some value of c, , and some zo there is an m-periodic orbit.
If the absolute value of the trace Tr (zo', e) is less than 2
(respectively greater than 2), then at that e the periodic
orbit beginning at zo is stable (respectively unstable):
~Tr

(zo;e)~

&2~stable,

~Tr

(zo,'e)

) 2 —+unstable

~

(3. 1a}

.
A,

is related

to the trace by

=cosh '[Tr (zo;e)/2] .

(3.1b)

In the stable case, the quantity

to=cos '[Tr (zo;e)/2]

1

2
3

4

)5

(3.1c)

represents the winding rate of the neighbors around the
periodic orbit [7].
(2) Persistence of periodic orbits. We presume that the
dynamical system and its associated Poincare map are
well defined and smooth in an open domain of phase
space and parameter space. Inside this region, at some
c, = co,
value
there
is
an
m-periodic
orbit
.
.
.
z
.
.
.
If
Tr
not
is
).
=zo,
e)
equal
(zo, z&,
(zo,
,
to 2, then that periodic orbit is a member of a smooth
one-parameter
orbits
of
m-periodic
family
z (e)=zo(e), . . . ) that exists over an in(zo(e) zl(E)
terval of c containing co. Less formally stated, the orbit
continues to exist over a range of the parameter, and its
precise shape is a continuous function of the parameter.
The converse is the important statement: periodic orbits cannot appear and disappear capriciously. Inside of
an open domain, a new m-periodic orbit can appear or an
existing m-periodic orbit can disappear only at points
(zp ep) such that

Properties of each of these bifurcations are discussed in
Appendix A.
(4} Location of m-bifurcation. Consider an existing orbit, zp(e), of period one. The Jacobian matrix evaluated
at this orbit,
(zo(e},e), depends on the parameter.
When the trace of the mth power of this Jacobian matrix
reaches 2, the m-bifurcation occurs,

J,

m

=1,2, . . .

(3.4)

where c is the critical value of the parameter c for the
m-bifurcation.
the m-bifurcation occurs
Equivalently,
when

Tr, (zo(e );e

j=1

if

j =1,2

~,

)

m

=2 cos(2m.j/m

),

&4

if m=5
(3.5)

Explicitly, these conditions for bifurcation are

2,

Tr, (zo(e };e

)= '0

m=1
2~ m =2
1, m=3
4

(V 5 —
1)/2

(3.2)

Such points are called m-bifurcation points.
This theorem strictly limits the possible bifurcations of
orbits. For example, it asserts that an isolated periodic
orbit with a positive-definite Lyapunov exponent cannot
bifurcate. However, outside of the conditions of this
theorem, there are two other ways that periodic orbits
can appear and disappear: (1) If the mapping ceases to
exist at some value of the parameter, then obviously all of
its orbits disappear [12]. (2) If the mapping is defined on
a finite, closed space, then orbits can appear and disappear at the boundary. This theorem makes no assertion
about such cases.
The following theorem also deals only with bifurcations that occur in the interior of a region of phase space

);e~ )] ] =2,

)= TrI [J I(zo(e

Tr (ze(e~ );e

„z

Tr (zo,'e) =2 .

Saddle-node bifurcation
Period-doubling bifurcation
"Touch-and-go" bifurcation
"Touch-and-go" or four-island chain bifurcation
Five-island chain or m-island chain bifurcation

(3.3)

For the unstable case, the Lyapunov exponent
A,
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or

—(V 5+1)/2,

rn

=5
(3.6)

Hence by plotting Trl(zo(e);e) as a function of E, we can
locate the values c at which the m-bifurcation occurs.

B. Bifurcations of antisymmetric

maps

Meyer's theorem lists the "typical" bifurcations of
periodic orbits of maps. The word "typical" has the
same meaning that it has in catastrophe theory [13]: other types of bifurcation are possible, but they are unusual.
To understand the meaning of this, consider a function
(x) which has an extremum at a point x . The "typical" extremum is a quadratic one,
(x) = (x')

f

f

f

J.-M. MAO
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+ ,'f"—(x*)(x—x

f"

+. . .

AND

Only for "unusual" funcvanish at the same point at which f'(x)
)

.

tions does
(x)
vanishes [14].
A closely related argument was
that the only typical bifurcations
the ones listed. The argument is
pansions of the mapping functions

used by Meyer to show

of periodic orbits are
based upon Taylor exabout the periodic or-

bit.
pi

=f (p q) = ps+

Z

8
+-,'

+ ''

(p

+
po)—

(p

—pv)'+

82

—,

Bq

2(q

(q

Z

d

C. Linearization about a periodic orbit and Hill's equation
Consider again the orbit lying on the u axis: (u(t),
We take it to start at u =0 with
at t = T, . If
u =0 with
we regard this u (t} as a given function, then we can obtain equations of motion for small displacements about
this orbit

p„(t), v (t) =0, p, (t) =0).
p„&0, and pass through

Pv

~

(3. 10a)

f (p —po }(q —qo)

dpv

dt

apaq

—qo) +. . .

= —k(t)v,

where

(3.7)
8 V(u, v)
BU

similarly

f( —z; E) = —f(z;e. ),

p„(0

dU

—qv )

for qi=g(p, q). The first derivatives
Bf/Bp, Bf/Bq, Bg/Bp, and Bg/Bq determine the stability
and the winding number or I.yapunov exponent of the orbit, and the second derivatives, provided that they do not
It
vanish, determine the structure of the bifurcations.
would be "unusual" for the second derivatives to vanish
at precisely the point at which the trace passes through 2.
However, if the map has a type of symmetry that is
common in physics (though exceptional in function
space), then the second derivatives vanish everywhere. In
this case, the bifurcation structure is determined by the
third derivatives. Different bifurcations occur in maps
having such symmetries.
(2.5) possesses a periodic orbit
The Hamiltonian
(u(t), p„(t), v(t)=O, p„(t)=0), and its orbits have the
symmetries given by Eqs. (2.6}. It follows that the Poincare map (2.9) has the symmetry
and

J. B. DELOS

(3.8)

so all even-order derivatives vanish.
This symmetry modifies the structures of the bifurcations. The bifurcations of two-dimensional maps having
the symmetry (3.8) are

Bifurcations

Pitchfork or antipitchfork
Standard period doubling
Doubled three-island chain bifurcation
(symmetric period-tripling)
Touch-and-go or four-island chain bifurcation
~ m-island chain bifurcation (m even)
Doubled m-island chain bifurcation (m odd).

u

is a periodic function of time. Equation (3.10) is
equation. It is an approximate equation for the
the
verse
about
periodic
displacements
[u =u(t}, v =0] when those displacements are

Hill s
transorbit
small.
This approximation
does not conserve energy: the
specified motion u (t) drives v(t) parametrically [through
k(t)], but the efFect of v (t) on u (t) is neglected.
Consider now an arbitrary small initial displacement
(p„(0),v(0)). Suppose we integrate Eqs. (3.10) through
one-half cycle of the u motion, from t =0 to t = T„ thus
obtaining (p„( T, ), v ( T, ) ). Since Eqs. (3. 10) are linear,
there is a linear relationship between initial and final variables, which we denote by

p„(T, ) —
JH
—
v(T, )

p„(0)
E

(3.11)

v(0)

~~

J

(s) has practically the same
Intuitively, it is clear that
1
meaning as
(p„=O, v =0;s), and in fact we can prove
that in this case the two matrices are identical,

J,

J

i~

(s) =

J,(p, =O,

v

=0;s)

(3.12)

.

It follows that Hill's equation can be used to calculate
the trace of &, and thereby to locate zones of stability
and instability of the central orbit. Such calculations for
the parallel orbit have been carried out by Edmonds [15].
(On the other hand, the actual structure of the bifurcations cannot be obtained from Hill's equation, because
the structure depends upon nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian; to obtain this information we must turn to
Meyer's theorem and its modifications. )
(s) have been derived by
Formulas for the trace of
Magnus and Winkler [16]. In our case, for the orbit
along the magnetic field, the simplest approximation is

J

J

(3.9)

(3.10b)

=u(t), v =0

~~

Tr[J (e)]= Zcos(wm)
~~

Properties of each of these bifurcations are discussed in
Appendix B. (de Aguiar et al. [8(b)] studied bifurcations
of orbits with symmetries, but they did not look at our
case. Their potential energy has re6ection symmetry in
one variable, while ours has re6ection symmetries in both
variables. )

+ [m /(2w)

]sin( we. )( w

X (13w

—61)/36(w

—1)
—4)+

.

,

(3.13)

where w = [1+3/( —16s ) ]' is the winding number.
Hill's equation can also be applied to the perpendicular
orbit; in that case we use a different surface of section
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(defined in Sec. V), and we find that the lowest-order approximation to the relevant trace is

2 cos(w'm.

)+ .

w' real
w' imaginary,

2 cosh( w'I&)+
I

L

(3.14}
where w'= [1+3/(64E )]'
Equations (3.13) and (3.14) are exact when carried to
all orders; however, we found them to be rather slowly
converging, so we used only the terms written to get sim&(pc, uo;e}
ple approximations and we obtain the exact
integration of the exact equations of
by numerical

J

motion.
This concludes the general theory. In the following
Each illussections we present a series of "case studies.
trates the unique character of a particular type of bifurcation. A few also show how two or more distinct bifurcations may be closely connected to each other. Together,
the various cases illustrate the most important conclusion
of this paper: Every bifurcation we have studied falls into
one of the fundamental types listed above. A second important fact will be established in a later paper: almost
every case discussed below is visible in the experiments
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the two basic orbits: they are either created by saddlenode bifurcations, or are created in further bifurcations
of the resulting orbits. In this section we examine
saddle-node bifurcations.
Pictures of many of the orbits that we discuss in this
paper are shown in Fig. 2. At the lower left corner of
each picture, we give a label for it [17,18]. The label will
0.7032

8 = %.1154422

0.7031—

"

[2].

0.7029—

0.7028

-Sx10 ~
0.7032
8 = -0.1154421

IV. SADDLE-NODE BIFURCATIONS
AND THE CREATION OF "EXOTIC" ORBITS

~ go
+e

'L

y e e o 1 s o y ~ g Og
P
~
~

~

0.7031—

At a sufficiently low scaled energy, there exist only two
simple orbits that are closed at the nucleus, one perpendicular to and the other parallel to the external magnetic
field. When the scaled energy increases, more and more
closed orbits appear. Most of them are associated with
the two basic orbits: they are either directly created in
bifurcations of the two basic orbits, or are created in further bifurcations of the resulting new orbits. In addition,
a small portion of closed orbits are not associated with

0.7029—

0.7028

-Sx10

~

Sxl0

~

5.0
(c)

2.0
V

i

V

B

V3

S

V4

B3

V

S3

Vi~

0.0—

BiBiB,

PS,,

X,

BiS

BtSx

B,BP,

S,B,S

B,S3

SiS,

V3

BB

FIG. 2. Some electron orbits that are closed at the nucleus,
in (p, z) space with z axis pointing up. The label in the lower
left corner of each picture will be used in the text. The label in
the lower right corner of each picture was used in Ref. [3(b}]
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-0.11545
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-0.11543

-0.11541

FIG. 3. A saddle-node bifurcation creates the "exotic" orbits
X&. Surface-of-section plots (a) for c less than the critical value
for the tangent bifurcation, and (b) for c slightly greater than
the critical value. (c) The c dependence of the trace for the exotic orbits.
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More complex exotics are created at lower energies.
The critical values for the bifurcations that create X, and
X2 are listed in the first two rows of Table I. Other
saddle-node bifurcations in this table are combined with
bifurcations of the perpendicular or the parallel orbit,
and they will be discussed in the following sections.

1.0—

V. BIFURCATION FROM THE
PERPENDICULAR ORBIT

0.0—

The perpendicular closed orbit is the one with z =0
axis is the direction of the external field), or
equivalently, u(t)=u(t) for all t. Hence the u motion is
identical to the v motion. The orbit will be labeled P~.

(+z

-1.0

-1.0

I

I

I

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

A. The surface of section

FIG. 4. The pair of exotic orbits
furcation.

created in the tangent biOne of them is stable and the other is unstable.
X&

be used when the orbit is discussed in the text.
The orbits called "exotics" in Ref. [3] are created by
saddle-node bifurcations (Appendix A). The simplest of
these
(called
X in Ref. [3]) is created at
c. = —
0. 11544216. . . , at which the trajectories are almost entirely chaotic. A surface-of-section plot will be
shown later in Fig. 5(d) for e= —
0. 1. If the seemingly
chaotic region around (u =O, p, =0.703) is expanded by a
factor of about 10, a tiny structure appears, shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). (If the picture is turned upside down,
one can see a v turn into a y. Precisely at the bifurcation
point one would see an Y.) In Fig. 3(b) we see that a new
stable and a new unstable periodic orbit have appeared
"out of nowhere" [19]. Conversely, as s decreases, an X
point and an
point collide and annihilate. This structure is the signature of a Hamiltonian saddle-node bifurcation. A larger picture of the resulting orbits is shown
in Fig. 4, with the stable and unstable member labeled s
and u.
It may seem surprising that such a tiny structure in
phase space can be visible in experiments. We will show
in a future paper that the Bielefeld experiments are so
sensitive to such phenomena that these orbits show up
quite dramatically.
In Fig. 3(c) is shown the trace of the Jacobi matrix
evaluated at the position of the two new periodic orbits of
the map. It is, of course, greater than 2 at the unstable
orbit and less than 2 at the stable orbit; the two branches
of the trace approach 2.0 with a square-root behavior.
&

0

TABLE I. Critical values of scaled energy for saddle-node bifurcation of winding number m /k.
New orbit

4/1
4/1
3/1
4/1
6/1

—0.115 442 16
—0.2045
—0.319 853
—0.3173
—0.2215

Pj Sl =Xl
BIBz =Xz

S,BIS,
Pz

Pl. s

PU

0.7030
0.3234
0.4063
1.245
1.186

To take advantage of the symmetries, we use a different
surface of section for studying bifurcations of this orbit.
Defining
x =(I/&2)(u +U),
y

= —( I/&2)(u —U),

(5. 1)

the appropriate surface of section is the p~y plane (x =0)
and, as before, we include points every time the orbit
passes through x =0 with either sign of p„. Then the
perpendicular orbit has period 1, it passes through the
origin of the surface of section, and the symmetry (3.8)
applies, so the bifurcations will be those given in Appendix B.
A few surface-of-section plots are shown in Fig. 5 for
c = —1.0, —
0.4, —0.3, and —0. 1. At low energy
(s= —1.0, for instance), there is no visible chaotic region.
At medium energy, orderly and chaotic regions coexist,
and for high energy (e, =O, for instance), there is no visible orderly region. Any fixed point on the p axis
represents an orbit closed at the nucleus.

B. Stability
The linear stability of the perpendicular orbit is determined by the trace of the Jacobian matrix of the half
map, evaluated at (p~, y)=(0, 0). As stated earlier, we
calculated this matrix by numerical integration of the exact equations of motion. [With x =0, we started from
two points (p, y ) =(5, 0) and (p, y ) =(0, 5), where 5 is a
small number, and ended when the orbit passed through

x

=0 again. ]

The result is shown in Fig. 6, together with the lowestorder Magnus-Winkler approximation (3.14). The latter
is qualitatively but not quantitatively correct. (We repeat
that the Magnus-Winkler formulas are exact when carried to all orders. )
As c. —~ the trace approaches —
2 from above, and
as c increases, the trace increases monotonically.
From
the scaled-energy dependence of this trace, we can find
the critical values of the parameter c at which m bifurcations occur, according to Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). These critical values are listed in Table II.
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FIG. 5. Plots on the surface of section x =0 for
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C. Bifurcations

1. Period Ibifurcationoccurs
at
bifurcation
the trace for the perpendic-

period-1

= —0. 127 268. . . = c.„when
4.0

Tr

I

I

0.0

1.0

2.0

1.0—

0.0—

-2.0

The

I

-1.0

?.0

2.0

c,

1753

I

I

I

-1.0

0.0

1.0

c= —1.0, (b) c= —0.4, (c) c= —0. 3, and

(d)

2.0

c= —0. 1.

ular orbit (Pj ) equals 2. According to the classification
for symmetric systems in Eq. (3.9), the period-1 bifurcation is either a pitchfork or antipitchfork bifurcation. It
happens that the period-1 bifurcation of P~ is an antipitchfork bifurcation: when c increases, the stable perpendicular orbit becomes unstable and a pair of existing
unstable orbits is destroyed. The destroyed orbits are
shown in Fig. 7. They are not closed at the nucleus, so
they are not relevant to present experiments. There is no
period-2 bifurcation of P~, because the trace never equals
—2. (The trace tends to —2 when
—oo.)

e~

20

2. Period 3bifurcation-

0.0—

The

period-3
bifurcation
occurs
when
c. = c, 3
and Tr, (O, E&)= —
l. According to Ap-

= —0.4828. . .
-2.0

TABLE II. Critical values of scaled
bifurcation from the perpendicular orbit.
m/k

%.0
-1.0

I

I

-0.8

-0.6

I

I

A.4

-0.2

0.0

6
FICx. 6. The c dependence of the trace for the perpendicular
orbit. Both the exact result and the approximation given by Eq.
(3.14) are shown.

3/1
4/1
5/1
5/2
6/1

energy

New orbit

—0.4828
—0.3161
—0.2462
—0.6972
—0.2092

Pg
P2

Pi. s

for m /k-
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FIG. 7. The orbit destroyed at the period-1 antipitchfork
furcation of the perpendicular orbit.
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3. The period 4bifurcat-ion
and the creation of "Pacman"=Pt
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FIG. 8. The period-3 bifurcation of the perpendicular
period-3 orbits labeled
dependence of the trace.

orbit.

Four
plot after the bifurcation.
1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown. (b) The c,

(a) The surface-of-section

=R t'

The period-4 bifurcation should involve a four-island
chain according to Appendix B. When c. passes through
c. = c.4
for the 4-bifurcation,
value
critical
the
= —0. 3161. . . , where Tr, (0, e~) =0, a stable and an unstable period-4 orbit should be either created or annihilated. This prediction is correct, but much more happens
as well.
0. 325, a saddle-node bifurcaAt a lower energy, c= —
tion occurs in the 4-map, and it creates a stable and an
unstable orbit of period 4, labeled (1, 1, 1, 1) and (2,2, 2, 2) in
Fig. 9(a). When the energy is increased to s = e&
= —0. 3173. . . , a second saddle-node bifurcation occurs
in the 4-map, creating the pair labeled (3,3,3,3) and
(4,4,4, 4) in Fig. 9(b). The X point and the 0 point associated with this saddle-node bifurcation both lie on the p~
axis, and only these two orbits touch the nucleus. They
are shown in Fig. 10. We call either of these orbits "Pacafter the creature in the computer game. (The
man,
other two orbits have almost the same shape, but they do
not touch the nucleus. )
As s increases, the stable and unstable orbits 1 and 2
move apart, as do 3 and 4. Then something unexpected
happens. The separatrices of the X points 1 had been
connected to each other, with a loop around the 0 points
2. Those of the X points 4 had been connected by a loop
around 3. This topology was created by the saddle-node
bifurcations. As the energy is increased, these separatrices collide and combine, and then disconnect in a
different topology. In Fig. 9(c) we see that the separatrices from X points 1 now loop around 0 points 3, forming a four-island chain. The separatrices from X points 4

"

0.0—
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pendix B, we expect the creation or destruction of a douchain: Two stable and two unstable
ble three-island
period-3 orbits created simultaneously, while P~ remains
stable. Precisely this happens. The new periodic orbits
are visible in the (p, y) surface of section shown in Fig.
8(a). They appear to form a chain of six islands, but actually they are two distinct chains of three islands labeled
by (1, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 2) in Fig. 8(a). Only the two unstable
orbits, labeled (3,3, 3) and (4,4, 4), have a point on the p
axis (y =. 0) so only these touch the origin. On the surface
of section, the X points are located symmetrically about
the y axis, and it follows that one of the unstable orbits is
the time reverse of the other. In contrast, the two new
stable orbits are not connected by time-reversal symme+—
z.
try, but by the reflection symmetry z —
The two new period-3 orbits that touch the nucleus are
identical in (p, z) space, and they are shown in Fig. 2 under the label P3. The other two have almost the same
structure but they turn around near the nucleus without
touching it.
Figure 8(b) shows TrJ3(pr, y;e) evaluated at P~ and at
each of the newly created orbits. All the traces equal 2 at
the bifurcation point, and as c increases the trace at either unstable orbit increases while that at either stable orbit decreases. Since the orbits that are closed at the nucleus are unstable, they undergo no further bifurcations.

05—
0.0

Tr
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0

points 2 forming a second, larger island
loop around
chain.
Further increasing the energy, the island chains move
apart, with the smaller chain 1 and 3 approaching the
origin. Finally at c= c4 this chain collides with the origin
and is annihilated,
consistent with the prediction: a
four-island chain disappears. In (p, z) space, the stable orbit moves to 90' and is annihilated (Fig. 10).
Orbits 2 and 4 persist to high energies, and the existence of orbit 4 has significant consequences in experiments. Since it is unstable, it has no further bifurcations.
Figure 9(d) shows the scaled-energy dependence of the
trace for all periodic orbits of the map shown in Fig. 9(b).

4.

A

6 bifurc-ation

As an example of m bifurcations with m & 5, we have
studied the 6-bifurcation. It should create or destroy a
six-island chain, as indicated by Eq. (3.9). This case turns
out to have the same complexity as the 4-bifurcation, and
the structure is more clearly visible. At a low energy, a
tangent bifurcation in the 6-map creates a stable and unstable pair [Fig. 11(a)]. Increasing the energy, a second
tangent bifurcation creates another stable and unstable
0.6
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(a)
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03—
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0.6

8 = -0.3172
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I

I

-0.6

0.0

0.6

1.2

2.005

8 = -09171. .
.

'

(4)
~
~

P x 0.3

The parallel orbit is the orbit along the direction of the
external field (z axis). Bifurcations of this orbit produce
the "main sequence" first discovered in Ref. [3). These
bifurcations have also been examined by Edmonds and by
Wintgen [20] and others. Here we show how these bifurcations fit into the structures predicted in Appendix B,
and how further bifurcations of the resulting orbits fit the
predictions in Appendix A. In the uU plane, the parallel
orbit is along the u axis or the v axis, cf. Eq. (2.4). The
parallel orbit along the u axis (v =O, p„=O) is represented
by the origin of the Up, plane, the Poincare surface of sec—O, p„=—0)
tion at u =0. The orbit along the v axis (u =
represents the outer boundary of the surface of section.

0.0—

W.

0.6

VI. BIFURCATIONS FROM THE PARALLEL ORBIT

P 0.3—

~

0.0—

A.6

pair [Fig. 11(b)]. Further increasing the energy, the
separatrices collide, and then disconnect with a new topology forming two six-island chains. The inner chain
moves to the origin and is destroyed. The outer one
moves away.
The surviving orbit, which is closed at the nucleus, is
labeled P& 5 in Fig. 2. It is stable, so it undergoes further
bifurcations, but we do not discuss them here.
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FIQ. 9. The creation of "pacman" orbits. A plot on the surface of section (a) after the first saddle-node bifurcation has occurred
(the orbits l and 2 are not closed at the nucleus), (b) after the second saddle-node bifurcation has occurred (the orbits 3 and 4 are
closed at the nucleus and are called Pacman orbits), and (c) after the separatrices have collided and reconnected. (d) The c, dependences of the trace for all orbits in (b). The curves 1 and 2 are not quantitative.
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trace. Its dependence on scaled energy is shown in Fig.
12(a) as the thin oscillating curve labeled PI. From this
dependence, the critical values of the scaled energy for m
bifurcation can be determined according to Eq. (3.6).
These critical values are listed in Table III.
The scaled-energy dependence of the trace can also be

E =-0.3170

0.0—

obtained by applying the Magnus-Winkler
formulas.
Again we found the simplest approximation (3.13) to be
qualitatively but not quantitatively correct.

B. Bifurcations of the
-0.5

I

I

I

0.0

0.4

0.8

FIG. 10. The stable-unstable pair of "Pacmen"

in (p, z) space.

The Hamiltonian (2.5) consists of only even powers of
u, v, p„, or p, . Therefore, the surface-of-section plot in
the p, v plane is symmetric about the v and p, axes, and
bifurcations of the parallel orbit should be that for symmetric systems, as listed in Appendix B.

1. Period lbifureat-ions

A. Stability

As for the perpendicular orbit, we have numerically
determined the Jacobian matrix of the half-map on the
surface of section at u =0, evaluated at p, = v =0, and its
0.6

Period-1 bifurcations occur when the trace of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at p„=v =0 reaches 2. This happens at points labeled B; and N; in Fig. 12(a). As indicat0.6
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FIG. 11. The 6-bifurcations of the perpendicular orbit. A plot on the surface of section (a) after the first tangent bifurcation has
occurred, (b) after the second tangent bifurcation has occurred, and (c) after the separatrices have collided and reconnected. (d) The c.
dependences of the trace for all orbits in (b).
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ed in Appendix B, the bifurcations should be either pitchfork or antipitchfork bifurcations.
At points labeled (B&,Bz, . . . ) a pitchfork bifurcation
occurs: the parallel orbit becomes unstable, and a pair of

TABLE III. Critical values of scaled energy for m/kbifurcation from the parallel orbit.

1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1

3/1
3/1
3/1
3/1
3/1
3/1

4/1
4/1
4/1
4/1
4/1
4/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
5/2
5/2
5/2
5/2
5/2

6/1
6/1
6/1
6/1
6/1
6/1

—0.391 300 82
—0.215 382 86
—0.159 135 30
—0.129 497 70
—0.110708 16
—0.097 539 41
—0.087 704 38
—0.080 028 26
—0.073 839 87
—0.270 987 97
—0.181 931 12
—0.142 403 70
—0.119 180 76
—0.103 601 84
—0.092 294 82
—0.083 646 38
—0.076 778 29
—0.071 167 77
—0.567 121 08
—0.283 078 90
—0.232 443 09
—0.185 424 53
—0.165 914 34
—0. 144 117 60
—0.486 433 92
—0.294 569 96
—0.226 597 90
—0. 188 638 47
—0.163 658 49
—0.145 689 37
—0.453 764 39
—0.302 380 23
—0.223 260 60
—0.190 687 75
—0.162 325 67
—0.684 021 76
—0.275 886 68
—0.236 772 24
—0. 183 341 51
—0.167 490 47
—0.436 158 56
—0.307 821 10
—0.221 203 80
—0.192 033 71
—0.161 493 88
—0. 147 313 73
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FIG. 12. Bifurcations of the parallel orbit. The thinner oscillating curves are the c dependence of the trace for the parallel
orbit. The bold curves are for the newly created orbits: balloon
orbits (B;) and snake orbits (S;). N; and N denote the orbits
that are not closed at the nucleus. (a) Creation of B; orbits by
pitchfork bifurcations.
(b) Creation of S; orbits by perioddoubling bifurcations (pitchfork bifurcations in the 2-map).

stable periodic orbits of the same period is created. One
member of the pair is the time reverse of the other. The
trace curves for the newly created orbits are shown in
bold in Fig. 12(a). The first of such bifurcations occurs at
c= —0. 3913. . . , at which the "balloon" orbit is created.
The bifurcation is shown in Fig. 13.
At points labeled N, Nz, . . . , we have observed reversed antipitchfork bifurcations: the unstable parallel
orbit becomes stable and a pair of unstable orbits is created. The new orbits do not close at the origin and therefore do not directly affect current experiments.

2. Period-2 bifttrcati

orts

BiSiB,

Period-2 bifurcations occur when Tr&(0;s)= —
2, so
Trz(0, e)=2. The dependence of Tr~(0;e) on the scaled
energy is shown as the thin curve labeled by P~~ in Fig.
12(b). The trace curves for the new orbits are in bold.
The trace curve for P~~ reaches 2 at points S; and N,-' in
the figure, in addition to the points that are also intersection points of the trace curve for P1~ with the line Tr=2.
At points S;, a pair of stable period-2 orbits is created.
Each orbit is the reflection of the other. At points N, ', a
pair of unstable period-2 orbits is created. The orbits are
not closed at the nucleus. Hence, consistent with Appendix B, the bifurcations at points S; and N are each one of

S]B]S1

the two types of period doubling.
The set of orbits 8; and S; produced by pitchfork and
period doubling constitute the main sequence [3]. The

B1 orbit

J.-M. MAO
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parallel orbit also gives higher-period
we discuss below.

3. Higher

AND

bifurcations, which

per-iod bifurearions

Bifurcations of period 3 or higher should be all be
island-chain type because of the symmetries of the system. Unlike the bifurcations of the perpendicular orbit,
these are not connected to nearby tangent bifurcations.
For period-m (m odd) bifurcations, such as period3,-5, . . . bifurcations, four period-m orbits are created.
Two of them are closed at the nucleus and two are not.
The two that pass through the nucleus are either both
stable or both unstable.
The 3-bifurcation with lowest scaled energy occurs at
c= —0. 56712108. . . , in which a pair of period-3 stable
closed orbits is created. The surface of section is analogous to that shown in Fig. 8, except that in this case the
0 points (stable orbits) lie on the p„axis. Their trajectories in pz space are labeled B B &B, in Fig. 2.
For period-m (m even) bifurcations, two new orbits are
created, one stable and one unstable, one closed at the nucleus and one not. The 4-bifurcation with the lowest
&
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VII. BIFURCATIONS OF THE BALLOON ORBIT
The orbits B; and S,. in the main sequence are stable
when they are created, so they have the possibility of further bifurcations. These orbits are represented by points
on the p, axis of the surface of section. Since they are not
at the origin, the symmetry (3.8) does not apply, and their
bifurcations are those of generic systems, as discussed in
Appendix A. The odd-order bifurcations should therefore have different structures from those discussed above.
As an example, we examine some bifurcations of the balloon orbit.
Period-2 bifurcations of the balloonlike orbits are antipitchfork bifurcations: a pair of unstable orbits annihilate at the bifurcation point. It happens that the disappearing orbits are not closed at the origin.
Period-3 bifurcation from B, is interesting because
maps lacking the symmetry (3.8) normally will not give
trifurcations. The period-3 resonance is combined with a
nearby saddle-node bifurcation, and a "touch-and-go" bifurcation occurs at the critical c.
0. 319 853. . . , a pair of
Specifically, at e = s3 (8 ) = —
period-3 orbits are created by saddle-node bifurcation.
Both new orbits are of similar shape, labeled S&B,S& in
Fig. 2, and both are closed at the origin. One of them is
stable, and the other is unstable. In Fig. 14(a) we see a set
of three 0 points and we infer a nearby set of X points.
After their creation in this bifurcation, the two orbits
move apart when c. increases. The three 0 points move
away from the center of Fig. 14(a), and the X points move
toward the center, where the 0 point corresponding to
the balloon orbit is waiting. In pz space, the unstable oruntil
at a=s3(8& )
changes
bit gradually
shape,
= —0. 3184. . . , it becomes identical to the third repetition of the balloon orbit. At this value of c the surface of
section is shown in Fig. 14(b): the three X points and
their separatrices have collided with the origin. The unstable orbit does not then disappear, but continues to exist at larger e, as seen in Fig. 14(c). This is a characteristic touch-and-go bifurcation [21].
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0. 486 433 92. . . , and it proscaled energy occurs at c = —
duces the orbit labeled B &B, in Fig. 2. Similarly, the other 4-bifurcations at the other critical values of scaled energy create closed orbits S&S, or B2B2, . . . . The 6bifurcation with the 1owest scaled energy creates the
closed orbit labeled B &S&B in Fig. 2.

VIII. SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS
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FIG. 13. Pitchfork bifurcation: the creation of "balloon" orbit 8&. A plot on the surface of section (a} before the bifurcation, and (b) after the bifurcation.

1. Bifurcations of periodic orbits are important because they produce effects that are visible in spectroscopic experiments.
2. For Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom there are five generic types of bifurcation. These
types may be modified by symmetries of the system.
3. Every bifurcation we have studied fits one of the five
types. Specifically, (a) saddle-node bifurcations produce
the "exotic" orbits; (b) pitchforks and period doublings
produce the main sequence of balloons" and "snakes"
from the parallel orbit; (c) period-triplings, which occur
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only under symmetric conditions, produce B&B&B& and
P3, (d) a combination of a saddle-node bifurcation together with a generic touch-and-go bifurcation produces
S,B,S, from the balloon; (e} a sequence of two saddlenode bifurcations followed by destruction of a four-island
chain produces "Pacman" orbits P2; (f) creation of fourisland chains produces B,
B~B~, and
creation of a six-island chain produces P, 5.
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APPENDIX A: PROPERTIES
OF GENERIC BIFURCATIONS

(1) Saddle no-de bifurcation (also sometimes called a
tangent bifurcation; in Hamiltonian systems a more proper name is saddle-center bifurcation}. When the parameter c reaches a critical value c, &, a stable and an unstable
periodic orbit suddenly appear simultaneously at a point
z, at which Tr (z„E,}=2. As s varies, the two orbits
move apart, and we denote their locations by z, (s) and
z„(e) for the stable and unstable orbits, respectively. According to theorem (2) of Sec. IIIA, z, (e) and z„(e) are
continuous functions of c. However, at the bifurcation,
as
/de) ~z, (e) —
z„(e) goes to infinity; i.e, the
orbits initially move apart at an infinite rate. The trace
evaluated at the stable one becomes less than 2, and the
trace at the unstable one becomes greater than 2; at the
bifurcation the trace also has an infinite derivative:
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FIG. 14. Touch-and-go bifurcation: the 3-bifurcation of the Bi orbit. (a) A plot on the surface of section before the bi furcation.
Bi is at the center of the large triangular island. A stable and unstable pair of period-3 orbits is created in a saddle-node bifurcation.
(b) c, is very near the critical value for the bifurcation. The island of 8, shrinks to the center, and the three X points also move into

the same center. (c) After the bifurcation. The X points pass through the center, and the triangular island appears again but with the
opposite orientation. (d) The c. dependences of the trace for the third repetition of B„and for the period-3 orbits SI8]S].
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AND

2 is proportional to (s —
since Tr (z, „(s);E}—
s, )' . We
can also view the bifurcation by varying the parameter in
the opposite direction: A pair of existing orbits, one
stable and the other unstable, collide and disappear.
Saddle-node bifurcations are the typical way that new
periodic orbits are created "out of nowhere" within a surface of section [8]. The remaining theorems describe how
orbits may be created by bifurcation from an existing
periodic orbit. We assume that over a range of c there is
an isolated period-m orbit of the map at a point zo(e),
varying smoothly with c..
Wh.en Tr (zo(s);s} evaluated at
(2} Period doubling
2 as the
an existing stable periodic orbit passes through —
parameter c varies, then that orbit becomes unstable, and
either (a) a new stable orbit of period 2m appears, or (b)
an existing unstable orbit of period 2m disappears. At
the bifurcation, the two points of the new period-2 orbit
on the surface of section move apart at an infinite rate as
the parameter varies, but the derivative of the trace is
finite and nonzero:

0(

d

[Tr~ (z, „(s);s)]
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this touch-and-go bifurcation occurs.
(4} Two diff'erent types of period-4 bifurcation exist.
One or the other occurs as Tr (zo(s), E) passes through

zero.
(4a) Touch and go of period 4 is very similar to that of
period-3, except for the period. An unstable period-4m
orbit passes through the stable orbit at a finite rate.
A
. pair of new period(4b) 4 isl-and chain bifurcation
4m orbits, one stable and the other unstable, are created.
In the surface of section, they form a chain around the
period-m fixed point, and the chain consists of four islands separated by four hyperbolic fixed points. Alternatively, a period-4m island chain collides with the stable
orbit and is destroyed.
(5) m island -chain bifurcation. They are the same as
the four-island chain bifurcation except for the number of
islands, and the associated period, which is Sm, 6m, . . . .

APPENDIX B: BIFURCATIONS
UNDER THE SYMMETRY (3.8)

(A2)

At all values s, the origin (p =O, q =0) is a fixed point
of the map. We examine the bifurcations of this fixed

Again, we can view the bifurcation by varying the parameter in the opposite direction. Period doubling can also
be regarded as a "pitchfork" bifurcation of the 2m-map
(Appendix B).
(3) Touch and go of period 3. This occurs at a value of
s=a, such that Tr (zo(E), s) passes through —1. At this
point the existing orbit remains stable, and no new orbit
is created. Instead, for c. near c3, surrounding zo there is
a small island of stability. Nearby there is an unstable orbit of period 3m, at points labeled z'„(s), i =1,2, 3. The
stable and unstable manifolds (separatrices) coming out
of these three points bound the island of stability. As c.
passes through c.3, the three points of this unstable orbit
pass through the stable orbit at a finite rate. The island
of stability shrinks, disappears, and then reappears, with
reversed orientation.
The trace has the following property: evaluated at the
stable orbit, as stated above, Tr (zo(s), s) passes through
—1 and Tr3 (zo(E), s) grazes 2 from below. Evaluated at
the unstable period-3 orbit, Tr3 (z'„(E),s) grazes 2 from
above: at c=c3,

point as the parameter c. varies.
(1) Pitchfork bifurcation and antipitchfork bifurcation
When Tr&(0;s) increases through +2, the orbit goes from
stable to unstable, and either (a) a new pair of stable orbits with the same period appears (pitchfork bifurcation),
or (b) a pair of existing unstable orbits with the same
period disappears (antipitchfork bifurcation). Like the
period doubling, the two orbits move apart (or together)
at an infinite rate near the bifurcation, but in this case the
derivative of the trace is finite,

GE

Tr3 (zo(E3);s3) = Tr3 (z'„(s3); E3)
d

Tr3 (zo(E), e)~,

,=

=2,

Tr3 (z'„(s3) E3)l, =,

=0,
(A3)

This theorem makes no assertion about where the unstable 3-periodic orbit comes from, but it says that it is
not born at the original periodic orbit. Typical twodimensional area-preserving maps do not give period tripling. Our calculations show that such orbits are often
created as tangent bifurcations of the 3-map: on the surface of section, three X points and three 0 points are
Then as c varies, the X points
created simultaneously.
migrate to the vicinity of a stable periodic orbit, where

(Bl)

0(

d

[Tr, (z, „(E;e)]

This has. been described in Appen(2) Period doubling
dix A. The symmetry does not change the structure.
(3) Symmetric period tripling. When the parameter
reaches the critical value for the 3-bifurcation, four new
orbits of period 3 are created, two of them stable, and the
other two unstable. In the surface of section they appear
to form a chain of six islands, but in fact they are two
chains of three islands. The two stable orbits have the
same trace for any given parameter value, and so do the
pair of unstable orbits.
This has been dis(4) Four island cha-in bifurcation.
cussed in Appendix A.
(5) m island chain bifur-cations for m even are the same
as those described in Appendix A. Doubled m-island
chain bifurcations occur for m odd. They are analogous
to the symmetric period tripling. Two m-island chains
that have the appearance of a single 2m-island chain are
created or destroyed.
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